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1. Pre-setup :

INSTALLATIONS:

2. Setting Up Clamp Mount Option :

3. Setting Up Grommet Mount Option :

1A. Prior to beginning the grommet or clamp 
installation - press the USB cables into the groove 
as shown to properly setup.

2A. Align L-shape component(F) with base of clamp mount 
as shown above. Rotate in screws (K) through using 
provided  tool (P) until securely tighten. Afterwards peel off 
sticker back of padding (N) and place firmly on the screws 
(K). 

2B. Identify the overall thickness of the surface the clamp will be mounting on. If  the thickness is in the 10-55mm range, you 
will be using the higher setting on the L-shape bracket of the base. If the thickness is in the 50-85mm range, you will be using 
the lower setting. Rotate in the screws (F) of  the bracket until halfway in leaving some space. Hook on the knob component 
(E). After hooked on, use the provided tool (P) and securely tighten the screws (F) until securely fastened. 

2C. Rotate knob (E) until securely tighten to 
fasten clamp to surface.

3A. Align base (G) with component (H). Rotate in screws (K) 
with provided tool (P) until securely tightened. After, locate 
base pads and remove backing. Place adhesive side of pads 
on the screws as illustrated above. 

3B. Using drill (not included), drill a 10mm diameter 
hole for the grommet mount installation. If existing 
hole is available, make sure diameter is in the 
10-60mm range prior to setup for proper installation. 

3C. Align base (G) with pre-drilled hole and insert 
long screw (J) through the base and hole. From below 
insert grommet mount components (I, L, M) onto the 
long screw. Using fingers initially, rotate all the 
grommet components until tightly fastened. Using 
provided wrench tool (R),rotate hex nut (M) until 
securely tightened. 

3D. Take the bottom part of the clamp arm (B) and 
insert the bottom connector into the base (G) as 
illustrated above. Then tighten with provided tool (P) 
until securely fastened. Then take the top part of 
clamp arm (A) and insert into top connector part of the 
bottom arm. Tighten joint with provided tool (P) as 
illustrated.   

**Powerdrill not 
included and for 
illustration 
purposes only

Security VESA 
Plate Option using 
provided (P) tool to 

lock/unlock

Non-Security VESA 
Plate Option with 

knob turn to 
lock/unlock
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4. Setting Up VESA Holder & VESA Connection :

**Screwdriver not included and 
for illustration purposes only

4A. Pending thickness of VESA compatible device, use provided screws 
M-A or M-B along with washer (M-C) as shown above. Decide which 
VESA plate to use. If you want to have a security VESA plate, select that 
particular VESA (D). If you want to go with the non-security version, 
selection that particular VESA (C). Align VESA holes of VESA plate (C or 
D) with holder (S) and rotate in screws using screwdriver (not included) 
until securely tightened.

8. Arm Adjustability:

8C. When making swivel adjustments to the arm, use provided tool (P) at the joint above the mount as 
shown above. Loosen to allow for swivel rotation as shown. Then rotate clockwise to tighten again once 
desired rotation has been set for preferred setup. 

**Monitor not 
included and for 
illustration 
purposes only

8A. To properly balance the arms with monitors mounted, adjust the spring tension 
using the provided allen key. Position it in the horizontal position and firmly hold the 
arm as shown. Tight the screw to fix it in the horizontal position. 

8B. To adjust the arm to the 
desired height and configuration, 
remove the back joint cover as 
shown. Then using provided tool 
(Q), rotate to loosen and firmly 
push/pull arm into position, then 
rotate screw opposite direction to 
tighten. 

WHEN USING SECURITY VESA PLATE (D) WHEN USING NON-SECURITY VESA PLATE (C)

4B. Combine device with VESA plate attached with rest of clamp by sliding 
in at the grooves at the joint. 

Afterwards, using provided tool (O), rotate key component to the locked 
position to securely connect everything in place. Make sure to unlock joint 
when needing to remove monitor.

4C. Combine device with VESA plate attached with rest of clamp by sliding in at the 
grooves at the joint. 

Afterwards,simply rotate knob to the locked position to secure the connection. And 
rotate to the unlocked position when needing to remove VESA plate and monitor 
together.

6A. After properly inserting tablet into the holder, use the provided tool (Q) to securely fit the tablet with regards to the 
depth. Rotate clockwise until securely fastened. Repeat this for all four holder arms at the extruded screw spot as 
illustrated to the right. 

5. Setting Up Holder & Tablet :

Q

5B. After loosening, extend the arms 
outwards as far as the range can go. 

5C. Insert tablet and retract the arms to the 
corners for a secure and tight fit. 

5A.Begin by loosening the four holder arms. Find 
the screw on the body (S) as illustrated and 
loosen all with provided tool (Q). 

Q

S

5D. Use provided tool (Q), and rotate as 
illustrated to tighten and secure the holder 
arms in place. 

Q

7. SWAPPING OUT CORNER ARM (OPTIONAL) :

You can switch out the corner arms with an exposed arm and corner to a more solid arm or vice versa. Exposed 
corners allow more access to the buttons, ports and openings. Simply unscrew and replace. 

6. Holder Depth Adjustability :

Q



9. Cable Routing / Cable Management : 10. Joints Adjustments :

11. Tool Holder Organizer :

9A. Identify the (3) components needed for cable routing. There is a clipped tray at the upper arm (A), a cover piece at the 
lower arm (B) and then a hook at the base L-Bracket(F). Remove the clipped tray at the upper arm and then slide off the 
cover for the lower arm. Plug one end of the cable to your device as shown above. Fish the cord under the upper arm, then 
clip on the tray. Then continue to fish the cord to the lower arm through the arm. Re-cover the channel with the cover piece 
Lastly hook the wire onto L-Bracket back (F) and then continue fishing the cord towards the outlet or power source. 

**Enclosure not 
included and for 
illustration 
purposes only

10A. Loosen the joint (as shown) behind the VESA plate using provided tool (P). When loose, tilt up and 
down or rotate portrait / landscape for preferred viewing angles and setup. When done, tighten screw again 
until securely fastened. 

11A. When fully finished with setup, 
place the provided tools (Q, P) in the 
tool organizer (F) as shown for easy 
clamp angle and orientation 
adjustments when needed. 
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